TOWARD WEST AND PASSED. ALT 20,000-95,300 FT. B.

1435-1651, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NW OF TOWARD WEST AND FADED EAST OF ALT 62,400 FT. C.

9745-0850, 17 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST, ALT 93,300 FT.
SECRET
WHIMEL SECTION SIX
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

7. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0450-1020, 18 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM OVER BETWEEN SW OF
AND WEST OF TOWARD WEST, PASSED ALIEN 66,000-95,300 FT. BY 0342-1545, 18 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM RESPECTIVELY, UNMELT AND FADED. ALIEN 69,000-79,300 FT.
CATEGROY = 400
MESSAGE = 03637519
ZNY MINISH
ZKZK PP

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED...
5. UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0420-1440, 23 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM WEST OF 0600-65000 FT AND ENTERED THE

6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0715-1410, EIGHT UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER ALT 66,000-79,000 FT. B. 0925-1500, NINE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM TOWARD WEST, PASSED AND FADED NEAR ALT: 66,000-85,000 FT. C. 1046-1344, THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM TOWARD WEST AND FADED NEAR ALT 72,100-85,300 FT. 8008 NNN
ZEM

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: NINE.

F. RADAR TRACKING OF
6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO):

1535-1640 FIVE UFOs (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SE OF WEST TOWARD
CATEGORY = 499
MESSAGE = 03631999
LH ABB 1940630
ZHY MNINSH
ZKZK PP

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

REACTION TO UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 0012-0730, 14 UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM TOWARD WEST AND PASSED ALT 6,900-45,000 FT

7. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): 1645-1737, EIGHT UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM AND PASSED ALT 18,000-29,000 FT.
CATEGORY = 433
MESSAGE = 03637477
LH #2669 1925513
ZHY MINISH
ZKZK PP
DE

SECTION FIVE
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

TOP SECRET. UMBRA
TOP SECRET

5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 0510-0910, FIVE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED FROM NN OF ____, PASSED SE OF ____, ALT 56,000-66,000 FT. E2, IMPDET. 0009 NAV
CATEGORY = 4
MESSAGE = 363742
LH 64019 1910648
ZNY MNHS
ZKZK PP DE
ZEM
SECRET

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: 14.
SECRET

category = 420
message = 33657454

LH 15016 1880542
ZNY MNSH
ZKZK PP

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED:

- Radar tracking of unidentified flying object (UFO): 1350-1404, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved near ALT 62,400 FT. 8. Unidentified flying objects (UFO: A. B443-1107).
THREE UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED OVER 
ALT. 25,000-52,500 FT.
5. RADAR

TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO): A. 1020-1058, SEVEN UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM SOUTH OF TOWARD WEST AND PASSED ALT 85,300 FT. B. 1212-1305, TWO UFO (PROBABLY BALLOONS) MOVED SLOWLY FROM NORTH OF WEST AND FADED NEAR
CATEGORY = 4368
MESSAGE = 03537490
LH 3916 1870516
ZNY FINISH
ZKZK.PP.

FINAL SECTION OF 11
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: THREE

F. RADAR TRACKING OF
I. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS: ONE
THIS PRODUCT IS CLASSIFIED TOP SECRET UMBRA IN ITS ENTIRETY.

...took place six months ago in the region, and the increase in flying saucer activity, which he explained as having a connection with the plan.
MESSAGE = 03769685

CATEGORY = 400

MESSAGE = 133769685

LH 0016 040917
ZEZM 4009 429
SIE

ZEM

THIS MESSAGE IS CLASSIFIED SECRET SPEKE IN ITS ENTIRETY. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
HAS BEEN PROVIDED.

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT (UFO): 1424-1539, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED
SLOWLY FROM 43 NAUTICAL MILES (NM) SE OF
TOWARD EAST,
AND
FADED 16 NM SOUTH OF
(ALT 43,000-49,000 FT.)
(REACTION TO UFO: 1209-1455, ONE UFO (PROBABLY A BALLOON) MOVED SLOWLY FROM,
TOWARD EAST, PASSED)
AND
(ALT 44,000-46,000 FT.)
(REACTION: 1241-1333, SIX (SIX) DEPARTED, ATTACKING SAID UFO OVER
ALT 26,200 FT, SPEED 430 KTS.)

98
CATEGORr, = 488
MESSAGE = 03769658
LH #9112 0380638
ZNY MHSH
ZKZK P.P.
UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT (UFO): 6622-1103, one UFO (probably a balloon) moved slowly from 124 nautical miles (NM) 77 degrees (deg) off 11016 toward east and faded 127 NM 188 deg off salt 39.445-52,000 ft.